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stimulates skin cell renewal by increasing the
rate of mitotic cell division. Topical use of
the B.E.E.® wrinkle therapy products
stimulate collagen synthesis.
One mechanism by which B.E.E.® wrinkle
therapy products promote youthful cell
production is to facilitate the stimulating
effects of epidermal growth factor. It also
helps assist epidermal growth factors in
bringing young cells to the surface of the
skin.
Our clinical trials showed that B.E.E.®
wrinkle therapy cream aids in wrinkle
removal and diminishes fine lines.
AgeControl® causes a visible lifting,
tightening of the skin, while the wrinkles
appeared to be less visible in just 1–2
weeks.
B.E.E.® herbal blend constituents are capable
of tissue remodeling, decreasing scarring and
even reversing the effects of aging on human
skin tissue and are especially formulated for
cell repair and skin renewal.
MANUFACTURER:

AgeControl
phytomedicines make breakthrough
in anti-aging treatment

Hamida Pharma Inc. USA

AgeControl®, B.E.E.® and
BioEnhanced Extraction® are
the registered trademarks of
Hamida Pharma

intensive day and night anti-wrinkle treatment
and intensive eyelid lift
with bioenhanced extracts
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The AgeControl® line is a decisive step forward in the
struggle against the effects of
aging and time. The Hamida
Pharma AgeControl® products
are the result of applying the
breakthrough technology of
BioEnhanced Extraction® and
scientific research on the skin
aging process, which brings
a new dimension into skin care
products.

AgeControl® – intensive day and
night anti-wrinkle treatment

AgeControl® –
eyelid-line intensive lift

Prevents, reduces and repairs wrinkles. Helps
reduce the appearance of existing wrinkles
by reinforcing the support fibers of the
connective tissue. It promotes youthful cell
production by facilitating the stimulating
effects of epidermal growth factor. It also
helps assist epidermal growth factors in
bringing young cells to the surface of the skin.

Firms and tightens eyelid contours,
smoothes lines and crow’s feet and
reduces puffiness.
AgeControl® is an extraordinary concentrated serum manufactured using the
innovative technology of BioEnhanced
Extraction (B.E.E.®). AgeControl® quickly
provides an active herbal complex into
the skin and effectively reduces the
appearance of eyelid-lines.

VISIBLE RESULTS:

AgeControl® combines a selection of particularly active
B.E.E.® herbal extracts with
powerful anti-aging properties,
stemming from the best that
science and nature can offer.
Incorporated in very high concentrations, these active ingredients
work synergistically together to
combat fast and effectively several
mechanisms underlying in skin aging.

Smoother wrinkles more luminous and softer
skin can be observed even after a single
application. When used regularly,
day-by-day, the skin becomes smoother,
firmer and maintains better elasticity.
AgeControl® restores radiance and brings
freshness to your face. AgeControl® also
effectively reduces skin spots and other agerelated blemishes. Clinical tests demonstrate
fast and visible results.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Day treatment – apply a small amount of
cream in the morning on cleansed, dried
skin. Night treatment – apply a small amount
of cream in the evening before bedtime.
Gently massage AgeControl® cream into
your face using a circular motion until
completely absorbed. AgeControl® cream is
fast absorbing, leaving your skin youthful,
smooth and silky.

The AgeControl® products are available in
convenient airless dispensers that protect
the actives from oxidation and contamination and provide better dose control.

VISIBLE RESULTS:

From the first application, this very soft,
firm serum visibly smoothes the contour of
the eye. After a few days of daily use, the
skin of the upper lid will appear
tightened. Wrinkle lines and crow’s feet
appear less visible and smoother and the
bags under the eyes seem less
noticeable. After 2–3 weeks of daily use
the upper lids look “pulled back” and
crow’s feet and puffiness are even less
noticeable.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Daily treatment: Apply eye-lift in the
morning and/or evening on perfectly
clean skin. Tap the serum lightly along
upper and lower lids. Starting at the
inside corner of the upper lid, gently
smooth the serum into the skin following
the line of your eyebrows, working
towards the outer corner of the eye.
Repeat this method on the lower lid,
always working toward the outer corner.
Repeat this method several times until the
serum is completely absorbed.

The BioEnhanced Extraction® (B.E.E.®)
of herbal ingredients in combination
with other added nutrients act on
face wrinkles similar to a surgical
face-lift. Our purpose is to innovatively create the best natural moisturizing, anti-wrinkle, anti-aging cream
available on the market that will
actually prevent and repair skin
imperfections. B.E.E.® wrinkle therapy
cream is the very latest in rejuvenating skin care technology.
Recent scientific research has
shown that a hallmark characteristic of aged skin is the slowdown
in production of youthful new cells
to replace the rapidly accumulating
pool of damaged aged cells.
Treatment with Hamida Pharma
AgeControl® wrinkle therapy creams

